
CHRISTMAS 2023

PLASMA BALL
Learn a little science with this 

groovy Plasma Ball light. Dome 
measures 12.5cm. Use as a 

table lamp or hang on the wall.  
Charge with USB or batteries. 14+

MARBLE TRACK 
TWISTS & TRICKS
Build the towers and tracks then send 
your marbles rolling down through all 
the tricks, twists and surprises! 3+

FORK LIFT 
FRENZY
Your goal - race to stack 
the barrels to match the 
challenge card and then 
place that stack on your 
platform first using your 
forklift. 8+

MAGIC 3D 
DINOSAUR
OR UNICORN
Draw pictures with erasable 
markers and watch them 
come to life with 3D glasses. 4+

$59.95
$94.95

$44.95

PICNIC SET
A lovely day for a picnic with 
all the things you need in this 

woven basket. 18m+
$54.95

$49.95

POGO STICK
Modern styling - healthy 
outdoor classic fun. 
18-36kg. 5+
$79.95

2 IN 1 
ROCKING HORSE

A unique wooden rocking 
horse that grows with your 

child. Converts to a balance 
board as they grow. 12m+

$129.95

NEW!

Real Toys

 Opening Hours
M-F 10am to 4:30pm
Sat 9:30am to 4.30pm

Sun 10am to 2pm

273 High St Ashburton
9885 7902

realtoys.com.au
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SPIN AGAIN
Stack the discs onto the corkscrew 
and watch them twirling to the base.  
Fascinating to watch, and even more 
fun to take apart and do again. 12m+

ROCKING ROLLER: 
DOG OR CAT
2-in-1 pals rocks back and forth, providing 
hours of entertainment. Or, remove the 
base, press down on your little pals head 
and watch it glide across the room on its 
built-in wheels. 18m+

ZIPPEE
Children will love pulling the flexible 
silicone, textured cords - hearing 
and feeling the various sounds and 
vibrations they make. 18m+

PEEKA
Watch your little one’s face light up 
when they see themselves in the 
mirror. Duel handles for easy grip. 
Includes textured beads for playing 
and chewing. 0+

SENSORY SPINNER
AUSSIE ANIMALS
Mesmerising! Suction these to any 
smooth surface and watch them spin. 
They are textured and have a gentle 
rattle sound. 6m+

ROCK ‘N’ ROLLER PIANO
Younger children spin the wheels, each note 
rings beautifully. Or play the keyboard like a 
xylophone with the included mallet. 18m+

SPLASH ‘N’ PLAY 
LIGHT UP SAIL BOAT
Enjoy the beautiful colours and 
dancing lights as the sea creatures 
light up the sail while floating in the 
tub or pool. 12m+

SPLASH ‘N’ PLAY 
MUSICAL TUG BOAT
Bring fun music to the bath or pool 

while displaying rotating ocean 
scenery.  No batteries 12m+

BATH TIME 
ALPHABET STICKERS
26 chunky foam pieces can be stuck 

to the bath tub when they’re wet, 
or float on the surface of the water. 

Includes mesh bag with suction 
caps for storage. 3+

BUBBLE & BAKE 
BATH KITCHEN
Cook up a storm while splashing 
in the tub! Includes a working 
pump to make the tap run. Add 
bubble mix for extra bubbly fun! 
21x28x15cm 18m+

$24.95

$49.95

$19.95

$49.95

$39.95

$34.95$34.95

$36.95

$19.95

$24.95

$24.95

Fun For Little Ones

COLOUR CHANGE BATH BOOK 
UNICORN OR DINOSAUR

Lovely gift set including a magic colour 
changing bath book and colour changing toy. 

Just add water! 10m+



JUNGLE SLIDER
Watch the rotating motion 

while the animals spin down 
the ramp. Double the fun and 

use the animals as spinning 
tops! 36.5x10x33.5cm 18m+

RAINBOW 
BALANCING BLOCK
Not only a balancing game, 
can also be used for nesting and 
stacking. Cute animals to add to 
the activity. 18m+

CATERPILLAR 
FRUIT FEAST
Help these hungry little 
caterpillars get plenty 
of healthy snacks with 
this cute set to improve 
threading skills! 18m+

RAILWAY 
STARTER SET 26PC

Great way to get started on the journey of BRIO 
quality wooden railway. Everything you need to 

get started and then add on from there.  3+

CITY PLAYMAT
Fun city playmat that includes roads and fun places to visit. 1 x Jnr 
Ferrari vehicle included. Washable surface. 100x70cm 12m+

FELT FRIENDS: 
HELLO FARMYARD
OR HELLO OCEAN
Wonderful novelty felt book format 
with rhyming text, ‘Can you find?’ 
activities and fuzzy felt pieces to use 
again and again. 3+

MY FIRST 
ACTIVITY TRUCK
Motorised truck with light and sounds, 
operated from push buttons on 
the roof. Add water to create mist 
for added realistic effect. 3 AAA 
batteries not included. 2+

WIRE BEAD 
PULL ALONG

A multi functional toy!  A pull 
along with spinning gears and 
chunky beads to move along 

the wires. 20x20x26cm 18m+

TEETHERS:
KANGAROO 
OR KOALA
Aussie icons come to life in 
natural rubber teether toy.  
Also makes a great bath toy. 0+

$39.95
$44.95

$39.95

$34.95

$29.95

$119.95

$99.95

$19.95

$19.95

$21.95
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ULTIMATE 
SAND AND 

WATER 
PLAYTABLE
Tons of summer fun 
with this dual sided 

table for use for 
water and sand. Big 

enough for friends 
to play around 

the table too. With 
lots of accessories 

for added fun. 
70x70x43cm 2+

Best 

Seller!



Piece it 
Together

36PCS DINO LAND
Floor puzzle. 3+

36PCS MAGIC 
FRIENDS 
Floor puzzle. 3+

100PC RAINFOREST 
RIVER BAND

100PC FAIRY BALLET

100PC 
HOLOGRAPHIC 
UNICORN 5+

100PC 
HOLOGRAPHIC 
JUNGLE 5+

200PC OCEAN LIFE
Includes 10 cards with fun Ocean facts! 6+

250PC 
PLUS PLUS
Follow the number 
guide to create this 
gorgeous unicorn 
with Plus Plus pieces. 
Will stay together 
when finished. 5+

500PC 
PLUS PLUS
Follow the number 
guide to create this 
fun rocket ship with 
Plus Plus pieces. Will 
stay together when 
finished. 7+

1000PC 
LOOK AND FIND 
ENCHANTED
14+

1000PC 
GLITTER
14+

$31.95

$29.95

$34.95

$28.95

$49.95

$44.95

$31.95

$29.95

$29.95
$29.95

$44.95
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LITTLE BAKERS 
CARD GAME
Collect ingredient cards to 
match the recipe card.  Fast 
and fun!! 2-5 players 4+

LITTLE ASTRONAUTS 
CARD GAME
Collect all the planets in the solar 
system. Fast and fun!! 2-5 players 4+

EYE SPY WITH 
MY LITTLE EYE
Eye Spy something beginning 
with F.  Be the first to find it. 4 
double sided picture cards that 
form one large playing board. 
2-6 players 5+

HEAP-O-SHEEP
How well can you operate 
a sheep-apult? First to get 
their sheep to stay in the field 
wins.  2-4 players 5+

BURGER ASAP
Race to flip the cards 
and arrange them in the 
proper order to recreate 
the burger recipes. 2-5 
players. 7+

BLOCK PARTY
Can you think in 3D? A family-
friendly party game where 
instead of drawing things, you 
build them using colourful, 
wooden blocks. 2-6 players 8+
$39.95

CHAMELEON PICTURES
Using new magic reveal sleeves, all the 
players can see which picture is the secret 
one except the Chameleon!  3-8 players 8+
$39.95

TAKENOKO
Farm the land, irrigate, and 
grow bamboo to look after 
the Emperors Giant Panda. 
2-4 players 8+

DOODLE A 
DROODLE 
FAMILY GAME
A mix between a “doodle” and 
a “riddle”. A hilarious family party 
game. 2+ players 6+

COGGY
A brainteaser challenge that 
doubles as a great fidget 
toy! 40 challenges, just move 
the colourful gears into the 
positions that match each 
image.  1 player 6+

MEMORY MAZE 
CHALLENGE
Test your memory and reflexes by 
memorising and repeating the 
ever increasing random sequence. 
Great for travel. 1 player 6+

ZOOMI
Twist, turn and tumble 
through the mazes. 6 
panels of a-maze-ment. 
1 player 4+
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Lets Play
CARD HOLDER
Gorgeous cat shaped 
cardholder. Easy to use and 
doesn’t damage cards. 3+
$9.95

$18.95$18.95

$29.95

$42.95
$19.95

$69.95

$49.95

$24.95$10.95

$44.95



Explore Your 
World

XTREM BOTS 
ANDY
Andy comes to life, moving 
around, making sounds 
and flashing lights. Uses 
cards to follow to teach 
young children core 
programming skills.  3 AA 
batteries not included. 4+

FOLLOW ME 
DROID SINGLE
Get this cool little dude to 
follow you. Simply wave your 
hand in front of the robot for 
different tricks, buy more than 
one and they will follow each 
other. Assorted colours. 6+

REBOTZ HALFPIPE
Piece together a motorised model 
then switch him on and watch how 
he moves in a unique and wacky 
way. Requires 3 AAA batteries not 
included. 6+

REVOLTING SCIENCE
Gross science – they will love it!! Explore 
the fascinating world of bacteria with 
hands-on experiments. 8+

CRYSTAL 
GROW & EXPLORE
A fun and educational way to 
learn about crystals? Learn about 
polymers and the structure and 
geometry of crystals. 8+

CLIP CIRCUIT 
ALARMS & TRAPS
Create sounds, with this easy-to-use 
electronics kit. Components simply clip 
in, no soldering required! Includes 9 
electronic experiments. 7+

DA VINCI 
MINIATURES

Leonardo da Vinci Miniatures are 
working re-creations of his original 

15th century designs. Choose from 
Aerial Screw, Catapult, Crossbow, 

Ornithopter. 6x6x15cm. 8+

WHEELERS 
OPTIC FIBER 
LAMP
Vibrant colours, with 
floating glitter in the base, 
will bring sparkle to any 
room. 3 AA batteries not 
included. 3+

NICE CUBE 
NEE-DOH
A satisfying stress ball, ideal size 
for little hands to hold, squeeze, 
squish and smush. 3+

INVISIBLE INK SPY PENS
Use the invisible ink spy pen set to send secret 
messages to your friends. The invisible ink only 
shows up under the UV light on the pen cap. 
Includes 2 pens. 3+

EXCLUSIVE MAGIC 
COLLECTION
Astound your audience with this jam-
packed magic kit, filled with over 100 
insane street magic tricks. 8+
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$11.95

$11.95

$59.95

$59.95

$24.95$26.95

$29.95 $29.95 $29.95

$22.95

$24.95
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Explore 
your Space

50MM 
ASTRONOMICAL 
TELESCOPE
Explore the stunning 
details of the lunar terrain 
and view other bright 
celestial treasures. Lens 
diameter50 mm; 
Focal length: 600 
mm, Magnification 
18x/90x. 8+

PLANETERIUM  
PROJECTOR
Project the night sky rotating stars maps 
or the space-themed images across the 
ceiling and walls. USB powered. 8+

MARS DIG KIT  
PLANET EXPLORE
A hands on activity that will keep 
them guessing until they have 
explored the whole planet. 6+

EARTH BIG 
TREASURES DIG SITE
Dig out fossils and gems from the Earth 
and moon model. Match up the 
information in the book to see what 
kind of ancient fossils you find. 6+

XTREM BOTS - CHARLIE
Program or control Charlie through the App. 
Use your hand gestures to play through his 
‘Smart Control’ and gyroscope mode. Test your 
knowledge of space, with over 300 questions 
included in its two game modes. 3 AA batteries 
not included  8+

3D SOLAR SYSTEM 
LIGHT UP POSTER

Build your cool light-up Solar System 
Poster Board! Learn interesting facts 

about the solar system and the 
planets, including the sun. 5+

INFINITY 
SPINNING TOP

Mesmerising light up spinning 
top. You can spin it on it’s side 

or upside down. Fantastic 
night time effects. 3+

GYROSCOPE
Have fun getting your gyroscope 
to do classic physics tricks. Learn 
about gyroscopic forces and see 
and feel them in action. 7.5cm 8+

SPACE TORCH 
PROJECTOR
Projects 24 fantastic colour 
images up to 1 metre wide 
onto walls and ceilings, or 
use as a torch. 3+

$99.95

$54.95

$12.95

$29.95

$39.95

$17.95

$18.95

$14.95

$89.95



Building 
Tomorrow

MAGNETIC TILE TOPPER 
ROAD PACK
40 pcs to extend imaginative play- use with 
magnetic tiles to provide the tools for open 
ended; creative, problem solving play. 3+

MAGNETIC TILES 110PC
Create patterns or designs or... anything with 
these outstanding transparent tiles. Each has 
strong magnets built in to support endless 
creations. Compatible with major brands. 3+

TORO 2IN1 BULL 
AND DINOBOT
Learn science, robotics and engineering 
using motors, sensors and make it move with 
simple hand movements. 8+

MOTONOVA FLYWHEEL
Super cool racing monowheel that 
generates energy from inertia. Build the 
transparent gearbox, then let it go and see 
how stable and how far it can go. 8+

ULTRA BIONIC 
BLASTER
Have a blast with this 
awesome engineering 
project! Learn about 
pneumatics and many 
cool mechanisms. 100 
pieces. Compatible with 
many standard foam 
darts. 8+

ELECTRIC PLANE 
LAUNCHER
Ready for take off! Build it and learn 
about how motors and pulley wheels 
can launch a paper plane at up to 40 
km/h. 3 AA batteries not included. 14+
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VEHICLE SERVICE &
REPAIR WORKBENCH
The toy car is in urgent need of service.  
Little builders with big ideas can screw, 
hammer and drill to get it back on the 
road. 3+

$29.95

$69.95

$34.95

BUILD A BUDDY 
DUMP TRUCK

Built super tough to stand up to 
anything a toddler can dish out. Buddy 

is a free rolling truck or use the battery 
drill to pull him apart and reassemble. 

Includes 2 AA batteries 18m+
$49.95

$189.95

2IN1 BUILD-ABLES: 
CONSTRUCTION 
OR FARM YARD
Two fabulous vehicles to build
and play.  Easy to assemble
for young children. 3+

$19.95

$39.95$169.95

BALL SHOOTER
Follow directions, construct 
the wooden arena then 
play! Use actual physical 
skills to compete and play 
for a high score. 6+
$29.95

$84.95



Get Creative
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CRAYON ACTIVITY 
KIT TREEHOUSE FUN
Young children can draw, create 
and express themselves in colour, 
showcasing a gorgeous treehouse full 
of woodland animals having fun! 3+

SCRATCH KOALA 
& KANGAROO
Great for sending to someone, this 
Australian animals kit combines 
scratched art and pipe cleaners to 
complete  a unique Aussie scene. 3+

MOTORISED 
MEGASKETCHER

Mess-free doodling tool 
designed for early drawing 

skills. Just slide the eraser lever 
down and it’s ready to go 
again! Great for travel! 3+

COLOURING SET  
MYTHICAL FOREST

Australian company Tiger Tribe 
presents another complete 

colouring kit ready for cafes - car or 
plane travel. With beautiful pastel 

markers and sweet sticker sheets. 4+

TIE DYE ART KIT
Easy-to-do tie-dye kit for kids 
and beginners. Incl 4 towels 

to get you started. 5+

ENCHANTED WORLD 
MOSAIC KIT
Four beautiful sticker by number 
designs to create and display. 5+

SCRATCH BOOK: 
SECRET GARDEN
Beautifully illustrated coloured scratch 
art paper taking your scratching up a 
level. 15 A4 sheets 7+

SPRING TIME 
MOBILE DIY
Paint the flowers and leaves 
then construct the mobile 
for a gorgeous display. 7+

STARDUST BODY 
ART CREATIVE KITS
Including metallic and glow in the 
dark temporary tattoos 7+

FLIPBOOK KIT 
ANIMATION ACTION
Kids are walked through the basics 
of animation including planning and 
storyboarding.  6 stories to complete. 8+

CRAFT PLAY 
BOX UNICORN 
WONDERLAND
This inviting case opens to 
become a beautiful unicorn 
playscene. Sew the unicorns, 
create animals and flowers to 
fully decorate.  8+ 

DIY HENNA KIT
Create your own gorgeous non 
permanent henna tattoo designs. 8+

$19.95

$8.95

$41.95

$19.95

$24.95

$39.95

$19.95

$34.95

$24.95
$29.95

$49.95

$29.95



Everyday Play
LITTLE HAIRDRESSER 
PLAY SET
Children will love to pretend to cut, style 
brush and preen with this cute wooden 
hairdresser playset. 3+

LITTLE CHEFS KITCHEN 
CLASSIC WHITE
Classic white kitchen with light up stove, 
bubbling sounds, pots & lots of cooking 
utensils and a blackboard. 89x60x30cm 3+

LITTLE PET VET 
PLAY SET
A wood and felt vet doctoring 
set. Foster the love for all those 
furry friends at home... 3+

TACO SET
All you need to make 
tacos, nice healthy food for 
realistic role play. 18m+

LITTLE HELPER 
CLEANING SET
Colourful & kid-sized 
cleaning set looking like the 
real thing. (Hopefully the kids 
will get the job done!) 3+

JACK RUSSELL 
SMOOTH COAT PUPPET
Fall in love with this Australian Jack Russell 
puppet with opening mouth that will bring 
your story telling to life. 3+

MY CUTTING DESSERT
An excellent addition to any pretend play 
kitchen! After cutting, re-join the cakes 
and play from the beginning. 18m+

WOODEN CASH 
REGISTER

A gorgeous wooden cash 
register in neutral tones will 
make the best addition to 

your pretend play shop. 3+

TEA SET BIO PLASTICS
Made with a modern wheat straw 
bioplastic. A contemporary tea setting for 
4, ready for serious tea-time discussions. 3+
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$19.95

$49.95

$64.95

$39.95

$39.95

$69.95

$24.95

$199.95

$24.95



SALLY FAY 
RAINBOW 
JOGGER
Deluxe metal framed 
pram with hood. 3+

SALLY FAY 
RAINBOW FUR LINED 

MOSES BASSINET
Gorgeous furry lined carry basket, 

perfect for an outing with every little 
doll. Suits dolls up to 40cm. 2+

DOLPHIN 
BUBBLE 
MAKER
Churn out billows 
of bubbles at 
the touch of a 
button. Endless 
summer fun! 
3xAA batteries 
not included. 3+

SIDE LOADING 
GARBAGE TRUCK
Role play.... Reduce, Re-Use, 
Recycle. Bring play to life- lift & 
tip bins, clear through the back 
just like real! 61x28x19cm 3+

MINING TRUCK 
CAT 770 REMOTE 
CONTROLLED
Combines realistic features 
and individual remote control 
movement of the dump bed. 5 AA 
for vehicle + 2 AAA for controller 
(not included) 34x19x17cm 8+

AUSTRALIAN 
TRIPLE ZERO SET
Australian vehicles Aussie kids 

will recognise!  Ambulance, 
rescue vehicle, and police in 

quality die cast metal. 3+
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ROCK & SLIDE 
HOUSE WITH SOUND
An open plan all inclusive dolls house 
featuring interactive sound effects.  
Modern styling poseable dolls. 
60x30x47cm 3+

MIDNIGHT BUTTERFLY 
TUTU WITH WINGS 
Morph into a stunning butterfly! Including 
headband & wings. The skirt uses soft tulle with 
glitter petals and features an elastic waist. 4-5yrs

T-REX HOODED CAPE
Watch out! A dinosaur with a long 
trailing tail and big felt teeth. Cape 

features textured velour fabric & 
realistic eyes. 4-5yrs

$59.95

$24.95

MADISON
$31.95

SCARLET
$31.95

$64.95 $44.95

$169.95

$26.95

$29.95

$89.95

$149.95

SOFT DOLLS
Gorgeous soft dolls 
make the best 
companions to talk 
to and keep you 
company as you go 
about your day. 
40cm. 0+

ARTICULATED ROAD 
LOADER FR 130

Perfect in the sand pit, and in the hands 
of imaginative youngsters. 40×15×18cm 3+

$69.95



Active Fun

HOPPIT
Ready- steady- bounce! 
42cm diameter 3+

BATTLEBIRD  
WABOBA
Play in the backyard, park, or 
beach. Hit the birdie to land in 
your opponent’s square to score 
points. Includes spare birdie. 8+

MOON BALL GRADIENT
Super high bouncing ball that is out of this 
world, makes addictive pop sound when 
it bounces. 3+

WALKIE TALKIE 
EASY CALL
Off to the next adventure!  
You can always be 
reached with these handy 
two-way toy radios. 100m 
range Each unit takes 3 AA 
batteries included 4+

WATER SHOOTER
Keep cool this summer with this 

manual pumping water gun 
with large tank. 30cm 3+

MINI MICRO 
DELUXE
A practical, strong 
and sturdy first scooter. 
Lean-to-steer, brightly 
coloured smoooooth 
running scooter. 2+

SPRITE LED
2 wheel scooter freedom. 
The LED wheels add fun 
and increased visibility.  
(colour options avail.) 5+

RED WAGON
Perfect for carrying 
large loads around the 
garden in this super 
tough large tray wagon. 
55x30x10cm 3+

FOLD & GO BEACH SET
The flat, easy-to-carry canvas bag contains 
a fold-out bucket, a small spade and a 
cute fish-shaped sand mould! 18m+

MY FIRST YO YO
A super-soft silicone body 

is the feature- and a 
responsive performance, 

all early learners get 
immediate satisfaction and 

success. 5+

YO YO 
BUTTERFLY 
INTERMEDITATE
Features a ball-bearing axle, 
offering 10x the spin time, and 
take-apart design. Great for 
the intermediate yo-yoer. 6+

EXOST 
DRIFT RACER

Get your drift on with the 
amazing Hyper Drift remote 

control car! Supports multipule 
players. Car charged by USB. 

Remote 4 AA batteries not 
included. 5+

$19.95

$12.95

$12.95

$49.95

$26.95

$49.95

$9.95

$39.95

$14.95

$169.95$219.95

$64.95

TERMS & CONDITIONS: All sizes and ages listed are approximate only. Pricing and availability may vary from store to store. All images and text hold their own copyright 
and have been used with the permission by the copyright holder. Published by Independent Toy Specialists of Australia Co-operative Limited. ABN 78 531 699 289.  
Sale ends close of business 24/12/2023 or while stock is available.  All ITSA stores are independently owned ond operated. Products may not be available in all stores.

Best 

Seller!
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